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A Dream In Bewleys
By Paul Murphy

There are two cities; from the land, from the river.
There is Kadesh, there is Pharaoh, there is Nile.
Multitudinous language flows into sediments.
There is south that does not comprehend.

Is a wave conscious when it breaks on sands?
A hippo drags Pharaoh down into old Nile.
Can Osiris gather Pharaoh into one?
I am in Bewley’s tea room. Pharaoh drowns.

Nagasaki girl with a book on Celts.
Balder speaks, Loki is dumbstruck.
I am on Grafton Street, I can’t sell
Even Caesar’s fragile soul. The timid

Liffey echoes back, a spume of verbs
& Latin cases. The city rises from dark
Nightmares, the river, the light, the clear light.
Lives are beaten into shape, the city rises.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Dying Breaths
By J.S. Watts

Every breath you take
is surely killing you.
Some will kill you quicker.
None will do it slower
except perhaps
that first fresh breath
of an early summer dawn,
the inhalation of a lover’s armpit,
warm, soft, grass-scented fur
on a best-loved animal.
No.
Not even then.

Untitled
By SchiZ

She had loved her father
As she bathed him with the gentleness of care
His tears made her realize he loved her too
He wished she would have someone to love
But she insisted that it was too late for her
That g-d didn't want her to love anyone else
But her parents
It was her vocation; her trade
Like her verses that float in the wind
Sometimes, those fantasies don't always come true
But now, he's gone for a rest
As her tears flow anew
She wanders through the tunnel of life
Repeating the last days together
Yet every result turns into the same
Deep in her heart, she should've spent more time loving him
Not cursing his disability
As we only see afterwards
But the memories of him keeps warming her heart
Until, one day, they meet
…………………………………………………………...

Dip Sea
By Nick Armbrister

A little brown dog called Dip Sea
Named after a simple peso snack
But many things occur in the real deep sea
Strange sea monsters freely roam the depths
Shipwrecks forever remain with their trapped crews
Lost aircraft look factory fresh but will never fly again
Unseen mountains as high as Mt Everest invisibly reach up
Unidentified alien speedily explore miles below the surface
Scuba divers practice their skills safely diving for an hour
Several large ships dump illegal waste into the ocean depths
Sealife like whales and dolphins intelligently live and play
Lost continents hint at ancient races of people now drowned out
Land based planners plan deep water towns and cities
All this and more takes place in the great ocean depths
Remembered in a small brown dog called Dip Sea

………………………………………………………..

For All We Know…
By Pamela Harvey

An insect circumnavigates a flower,
Alights upon a leaf.
In our perception of the world
Do we sense, touch, a greater Mystery
Than our eyes can see?
Do we breathe a subtler breath?

Do we feel a life
Parallel with death,
That finds an Immortal thread
Among the scattered debris
Of our hopes?

Can we follow, like Theseus
In the Cretan Labyrinth,
The silken coils
Of ever-knowing Ariadne?



The Salesmen
By Diane R. Duff

“Meat Pies, Hot Dogs, Ice Cream!” shouted Jason as people
went by his van.

The  pie  business  was  thriving,  so  much so  that  he’d
taken on an assistant. Sam was a pleasant young man who
got on well with the customers. At Sam’s suggestion, they
also sold ice cream. It was said that to sample the fare from
the Jas Bros. rounded off an outing in the park.

One day, as a man approached the van, Sam saw Jason’s
expression change. He knew why. But as Jason handed him
a hot dog, he actually smiled: “Enjoy your day!”

“Thanks.” Relief showed on the young man’s face; he
hoped Jason had forgotten the past.

“Would you like  an ice  cream for  afters? They’re on
special offer this week.”

“Oh, a cornet would be nice.”
“Chocolate or raspberry sauce?”
“Raspberry please.”
Sam was horrified to see Jason surreptitiously put the

cornet under the counter, get a small bottle out of his pocket
and squirt something on the ice, before topping it with the
raspberry and handing it to the man.

After he’d walked away, Sam said: “I’m just going to
‘pay a call’, I won’t be long.”

He managed to catch up with the young man and as he
dashed past, he knocked the ice cream out of his hand: “I’m
terribly sorry, Sir. I’ll get you another.”

Fortunately, Jason was busy attending to a customer, so
he didn’t notice Sam hurry away with the cornet.

When he returned to the van, Jason was laughing as he
muttered to himself. `Serves the fellow right. That should
give him the runs. No-one takes my girlfriend off me and
gets away with it.`

Sam also smiled; he’d done his good deed for the day.

Ends
…………………………………………………………………….

Stand By Me

Stand by me
I will be your strength
Rock among stormy seas
Love cradling your heart.

When your steps falter 
And you are too weary to go on
I shall support you
Never leaving your side.

My life is fulfilled, made complete  
In knowing and loving you
Without you days have no meaning
And I would be lost and alone.

I thank your parents
For creating you
My soulmate
Greatest love of my life.                           By Colin Ian Jeffery

Blood on Sacred Stones
By Matthew Wilson

Stacey screamed in the dawn
When light touched the sacred stone
They dragged her from her house
They cut her husband to the bone.

Stacey didn’t want to go to Stonehenge
Her husband pleaded for adventure sakes
But now druids carried her to the rocks
They pinned her down with bloodied stakes.

The robed men sang the illegal words
This day when the dawn turned red
They sang to the glory of great god’s
As Stacey stained the rocks as she bled.

When she was drained the portal opened
The druids passed through to better stars
A world where magic still existed
As Stonehenge bathed in the siren of police cars.
……………………………………………………………

Unfinished
By Christine Despardes

When mysteries besiege my inquisitive mind,
I let them stand as is, not otherwise.
Nor frame, dissect nor label them with lies.
I went away last year. I was in love.
When I got back , though, you were out the door.
………………………………………………………..…….

The Tristan Cycle
By Christine Despardes

Available Now

http://chrisd.tradebit.com/files 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Prince Zaleski Investigates
By Cardinal Cox

Languidly, in his lush appointed rooms
Heavy clouds of some Eastern sweet incense

He awaits some final approaching doom

While he considers the sparse evidence
Listening to tale of some outré crime
And his visitors are held in suspense

Silent servants attend as if in mime
Reclined on couch he is a grand vizier
The decaying palace consumed by time

Maid vanishes, jewellery disappears
The city devours the lost and the poor
Family’s pale son’s actions are unclear

Destitute she falls to become a whore
Always waves grind the sand upon the shore

http://chrisd.tradebit.com/files


Waves
By Pamela Harvey

The  boat  swerved,  rolled..  Liss  began  to  feel  a  shade
unwell.  The  helmsman  seemed  calm,  almost  nonchalant.
The two sailors looked at her and grinned.

“This  isn’t  going  to  get  rougher?”  she  said
between gritted teeth.

“Can’t  control  the  Channel,  luv,”  remarked  the
English sailor.

The Frenchman looked very slightly sympathetic.
Mentally,  Lisa tried  to  steel  herself.  She  would

never agree to be a passenger on a very small cargo boat
again. If only Jeff hadn’t mislaid her passport. She’d never
before committed a crime. But,  she needed,  after  all  this
time,  to  get  in  touch  with  her  young children,  one  only
three. She knew how much Laura missed her. But, now, she
was an illegal immigrant to her own country – and, she’d an
uneasy feeling about the cargo this boat carried, in addition
to its registered items.

Her  friends  in  France  had  very  reluctantly
prepared  her  for  the  journey,  but  they’d  never  done
anything unlawful in their lives, either.

The sea suddenly washed over her, spraying her
thoroughly – even to her knickers! Despite her discomfort,
she tried to put a brave face on things, as the howling wind
swept crates and boxes around.

“Know what’s in this one?” The English sailor’s
eyes twinkled.

“If you mean ‘drugs’… I don’t know… and, you
should be ashamed!”

“Suit yerself, luv.”
“I  will  –  and,  that  means  ‘no,  I’ve  not  seen

anything.’”
He sniffed.
The Frenchman looked a  tad more  sympathetic

than before.  He attempted to steady her as another  wave
crashed  fiercely  over  the  little  vessel,  held  her  more
strongly. She’d practically fallen and didn’t resist him, as
she might have done..

Jeff had put her off men with his offhand manner
for these last years. But, they hadn’t divorced, yet – largely,
from her point  of view, so that  his latest  girlfriend could
feel uncomfortable.

After  a  long  while,  Lisa  spoke.  “How  far  to
Folkestone?”

“Two hours,” the captain remarked, casually.
“What?” She couldn’t believe it. Channel ferries

were  so  much  quicker,  of  course,  but  this  estimate  was
ridiculous. What were they playing at?

“We’ve  had  to  do  a  little  detour.”  The English
sailor smiled.

“What? To America?”
Nature put on Her angriest and best show as the

winds howled and icy rain drenched. There was a cramped
little room below, and Lisa reluctantly sought it. Reluctant,
because the vessel’s movements were more apparent down
there.

She sat on a chair, which was, of course, held to
the  floor.  She  felt  really  sick  now,  but  also  frightened.
Definitely a storm… The cold, dripping water seeped into
every pore of her body.

A loud noise!
A Channel steamer had just missed them.

If they – ever – reached land, could she pretend to
be a refugee? No – but, she was, really. She no longer had
money. Her husband, seriously, this time, had threatened to
desert her. He’d somehow managed to get hold of all her
savings.  Except  for  those  in  France.  But,  with  Brexit
looming…

She  half-smiled,  then,  overwhelmed,  started  to
cry.

Life  was  too  like  this  storm  –  treacherous,
dangerous  – and,  disillusioned,  she,  at  last,  gave  way to
utter  despair.  Sympathetically,  her  body  threw-up  –  she
looked half-idly at the sick spreading in different directions.

Voices  from  above.  The  captain  and  the  other
sailor, who’d not spoken to her so far.

“You’ll be arrested when we reach harbour – and,
we’ll reach it, no matter how you play around with these
manoeuvres.” The voice was harsh, but composed. “I’m a
detective – and, unlike you, I can prove my identity…”

The cryptic words washed over Lisa like the sea,
but, somehow, reassuring. She could, couldn’t she, explain
herself…

After  a  short  while,  her  body  felt  more  calm.
Almost composed, as the storm winds ceased to growl so
ominously, and the violent moves of the boat slackened a
little.

The  French  sailor  came  down  the  steps.  He
smiled and spoke in slow, hesitant English.

“You would like a little tea?”
In  the  growing  light  of  a  reluctant  sun,  she

focused  on  his  dark  eyes  and  sober,  attractive  face.  She
smiled.

Now, the tea might help. And, he might, too…

Ends
………………………………………………………………

Love’s Wanderer
By Colin Ian Jeffery

From birth to death
He walks the journey to its end
Seeking reasons
Why the heart must love
Body falls to death’s cold destruction.  

As a child he had no fears
Never considering the journey’s end     
Thinking himself immortal
Running free chasing the wind
Learning to become a man. 

Finding ecstasy of sex
No longer innocent  
Addicted to orgasmic pleasure
With lover after lover
Memories thrilling the mind.

In old age he travels on
Frail, stepping ever slower
Mind clear as crystal 
Alone, full of remorse
For bad choices made.

Love, he knows now
Has to be free as the wind
And from his many lovers
Only one still delights the heart
Making him weep for yesterday.



Meteors and Asteroids
By Mark Hudson

Can the government get any greedier?
They’re even stealing the meteors.
They’re claiming they’re coming from space,
to put an end to the human race.
Or are they talking about asteroids?
Either way we’ll be destroyed.
Can these two worlds collide?
Heading in the ultimate precision,
get ready for an outer space ride,
a crazy meteor collision.
Which is meatier? Pizzas or meteors?
I guess pepperonis are circles we see.
Anchovies can be found on Wikipedia.
but the onions and olives are inside of me.
Oh, meteors you come from the stars above,
what kind of message do you try to convey?
up in the sky is the goddess of love,
she can be seen near the milky way.
The stars of Orion are shining bright,
as people shiver and watch from below.
When people are gazing at the stars at night,
the ones they admire are the ones that glow.
……………………………………………………………

Spectrum
By Pamela Harvey

Lonely city, secrets keep,
Hopes and fears.
Sky above is space so deep
It mocks our years.

Everywhere we perceive
Limits of it all.
Above, around, our daily lives
There is this Wall –

Colours of heaven
Eternity conceals
But, contours of its flower
We might trace – Curve of Space
Hides new dimensions,
With us entwined
Within the Real.

………………………………………………………………

Late Journey
By Ed Blundell

Dim twilight slowly fades, night falls,
Lush leaved branches lean across banks.
Our boat slides down canal narrows,
Slowly drifting by rushes, reeds
Waving in our passing wake.
Ducks glide swiftly across our bows,
Something white, startled, flaps away.
Outside the town, wild wilderness,
Thick, rampant banks all uncontrolled.
We slip past silent, unlit homes,
Empty with absent occupants,
Blank as the tight drawn window shades.
Our voyage ventures down dark waters,
Deeper than blackest, bleakest dreams,
Towards our final journey’s end.

Psychic
By Sheikha A.

Several minutes have gone by
since you holding the picture in your hand,

my question lingers in the air
like a death-cloak, your face has frozen
off its colour, and my eyes are affixed

to your pinched shut lips.

The pendulum of your wall-clock
drags from side to side, like the trundling
of an old person, and fatigue seems to

swallow these quiet minutes;

your mobility is thick
on awaited doom. You are no different

from the self-proclaimed others – my voice
does not guide your transportation.

The hours leave the air punctured
by a wheezing pendulum,

the clock rescinded of time;

watching your body
tear up in silence piece by piece,

I pull the picture out from between
your shrivelling, sinewing palms

and walk away; your body, one of
perforating shadows, with light

of its own; disintegrating 
like a ravaged beehive. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Glory of Dead Gods
By Matthew Wilson

Law abiding citizens stopped the great fires
Once choking smog covered the capital city
A law for cleaner air was passed by parliament
When a thousand corpses were buried without pity.

No more would gas masks be a necessity
To buy oxygen just to see another day
No more would children’s lungs be ruined
Their soft innards poisoned hard as clay.

For a while the blue summer sky returned
Until the ugly god’s fell from the mountain
Enraged the humans ceased celebrating them
With fires spurting from the cities fountain.

Within a day the capital city was decimated
No more people to think a breeze sweet pleasure
The clean air tainted with cooling blood
Of ungrateful humans who lit no fires for dead god’s pleasure.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

First blush of summer
Too hot after recent chill
Long for cooler days

By DJ Tyrer   



Bones of the Abbey
By Matthew Wilson

From vessels of far north they came on evil winds
Howling men of bloodied axes to seek their fortunes
Killing monks for pleasure till the night destroyed the sun
Being a coward I made it to the abbeys library first.

I was a monk in training memorising books to get ahead
I said the words on page 94 and lost my soul
Outside the Vikings stopped cheering and screamed
When winged things tumbled out the torn stars.

Shrieking hate the fanged creatures caught them
Twisting their fiery red heads off with their talons 
None of the great warriors made it back to their boats
What limbs the creatures didn’t eat they sported with.

Monks are good men on paths getting closer to God
Now I fear he has forever closed his gates to me
And I have to make a living since the abbey cast me out
Selling Viking axes at market to feed a body without a soul.
……………………………………………………………...

Something
By David Rogers

There’s something in the woods
the same thing that hides
in the closet
under the bed
in shadows behind old houses
among weeds and empty bottles
in abandoned city lots
The thing that will not tell
its name
hides on the edge of the mind
just behind the memory
of late October
on the smell of burning leaves
ashes in cold fireplaces
dead yellow flowers
just before summer
begins its reign of terror
It feeds on forgetfulness
and grows
by what falls
from the turning grindstone of time

………………………………………………………………

Say That Again
By DS Davidson

I couldn't believe it,
I couldn't perceive it,
Please say it again
And keep the words plain.
Did I somehow mishear?
I feel a wave of fear.
But, no, I heard it right
And every thing seems right:
You told me you love me!
Oh, can it really be?
Apparently it's true -
And, yes, I love you, too!

The Lik’ichiri
By DJ Tyrer

There was an old man sitting on a mat looking out over the
altiplano when I stepped outside to check the llamas before
bed. I didn’t recognise the man, but then I’d only been at
the  village  less  than  a  month,  having  been  sent  up  the
Andes after my parents were killed in a bus crash. A new
start.

I  walked  over  to  the  llama pen  and  fed  them.
Then walked back, my chore complete. The man was still
sitting there and regarded me as I passed.

“Not planning to sleep out on the altiplano, son?”
His tone was concerned.

“No, sir, I wouldn’t want to freeze! I have a bed
here with an aunt.”

“Ah,  I  thought  you  were  new.”  The  old  man
chuckled. “Not just the cold you need to worry about, son.”

“Why? Lions?”
“Worse than cats, son; Lik’ichiri.”
“Lik’ichiri?”  The  name  sounded  familiar,  I

thought  I’d heard it  before.  Then,  I  remembered.  “Don’t
they attack people who fall asleep on buses and eat their
flesh?”

“Hee-heh. What is it with you city people? How
could a Lik’ichiri get on a bus unnoticed? Well, I guess he
could  drive,  eh?  Hee-heh.  No,  they  live  out  there,”  he
gestured out over the altiplano, “waiting for humans. If you
fall asleep out there,” he gestured again, “one will sneak up
on you out of the dark and slit your sides open. Then they
reach  in  and  scoop  out  your  fat.”  He  chuckled  at  the
thought. I gulped. “That’s what the name means, you see,
‘fat stealer’. They eat your fat; they need it to live.”

“Like a vampire needs blood?”
“I suppose so, though the Lik’ichiri are real.”
“I had heard they were westerners who steal fat

to  make the oil  for  their  machines  like  the Pishtaco  and
Sacaojos. Someone said that if you eat garlic, it dilutes the
fat and makes it useless.”

“Sounds  like  a  modern  lie  to  me,”  replied  the
man with a sniff. “I’ve been around a long time and I’ve
never heard that before.”

“Maybe their priorities changed after they went
on the buses?”

“Humph! Nonsense! They like the darkness, the
cold, the wild expanse; why would they turn to the lights
and noise? No, they are out there...” again his arm swept in
an arc to take in the darkening land. “Watching, waiting.”

The old man turned back to look at me, a strange
glint in his eye.

“They have been there since before the Spaniards
came,” he said, eyes gazing intently into mine...

That was when I made my move, made the old
man sleep with a wave of my hand. I laid him gently down
upon the cold ground. Taking my knife from my pocket, I
set about making the incisions, just as they had done to my
parents before making me one of them.

Finished, I pushed my hand into his side.
The old man groaned slightly as I fished around

inside him, pulled out a bloody gobbet of fresh, warm fat
and raised it to my mouth and began to feast...

Ends



Pink Elephant
By Chris Andrews

I saw a pink Elephant standing in the Zoo
I pretended to be a mouse and went boo
The Elephant just laughed ha ha ha he went
And squirted me with water until his heart’s content.

Poor Elephant I said he’s got nothing to do
But the Elephant said you’re wrong

and squirted my friend too
Yes I wish I could roam free
And that would fill me with glee.

But I don’t wish to work
I am not a jerk
And I don’t wish to be hunted for ivory
So at the Zoo I’m safe if not free

And with that he squirted us with water again
Let that be a lesson to you both amen.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Act
By David Rogers

Words are actors
in the classical tradition
They wear masks like ancient Greeks
and play different roles each time
they step on stage
To perform anywhere but the traditional
amphitheatre with no backstage
and no electronics to amplify the voice
is considered extremely poor taste
If you want to be heard you must shout
like a rabid fan at the chariot races
or find the acoustic convergence
or wait til the arena has emptied
and whisper
In no case will you ever be allowed
to step in the same poem
or play or story twice
If quantum mechanics is true
and you create a new universe each time
you write or speak
it seems terribly risky
to go on using words
but even more dangerous to stop

…………………………………………………………….

Lightning Tree
By Aeronwy Dafies

Growing strong and tall and straight
The tree ruled over field and hedgerow
Until the storm clouds gathered
Until the thunder drums hammered
And lightning lanced down to shatter, burn
Leaving a blackened and tortured shell
A landmark still, but no king
A broken and ash-scarred wraith

Encumbrance 
By Nick Armbrister

The dark encumbrance that is life
Eclipses the planet in a living breathing event
Placed at a perfect place and time
Just the right distance from the Sun for life
Planet Earth the 3rd planet from a medium size star
In a solar system of other planets
Some are small and rocky and others are gas giants
No life exists there at least not like here
Thus there is no war or hate or anger
Just natural events of planet forming and existence
The way it has always been and will be
Us alone on Planet Earth who are to say
That aliens exist when we are Grade A killers
Butchering our own kind with our own hands
This is what we do on Earth in-between using it
Squandering the resources and minerals
Simply put this is what we do and are…
…………………………………………………………..

Echoes in the Dark
By J.S. Watts

Echoes in the dark
where I don’t need them to be,
don’t want,
didn’t ask, 
but your death brought back
resonances,
happier times,
sunny days,
but now always 
with previously unnoticed 
shadows
waiting to lengthen,
to echo like doubt
in that night-timed place,
that takes my emptiness
for itself.

………………………………………………………….

Romanza
By Christine Despardes

Overhead, passing jet glints in setting sun
below which these darkening thickets of brush,
my car bound homeward beside a lake full of shadows.
Directly across the park
the purple rim of night peeks between buildings,
behind a quiet cocoon of streetlights, stars above.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Welcome brave new world
No vote is necessary
Sell your soul today

By DS Davidson    
…………………………………………………………

Awen will return in August


	Always waves grind the sand upon the shore

